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UNTRODUCTION
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Numerica! codes such as ERATO [1] and PEST [2] bave played an important Tole in
developing the understanding of ideal-11HD stability for tok~maks? ,!h~se codes solv.e ~he
linearized ideal-11HD eigenvalue' problem without any ordenng assumptlOns. For reSlsnve

!v1HD similar'codes have been developed ooly recently [3]. Dnrler a collaboration between the
CRPP Lausanne and ENEA Frascati, we have developed a resisti,:e spectral code, ~AR:S
(MAgnetohydrodynamic Resistive Specm:m), fo.r .th~ full compresslOnal MHD e9.uauons.lfi
two-dimensiona! geometry. Axisymmetnc equillbna are computed by the ~UblC Hernute
element code CHEASE, which allows specification of the pressu!e p and torOlda: field, T =
RB$' or tbe surface averaged toroidal current, l' = <J$>' as funcufns .of the pO~01dal pux 'l'.
The two codes use flux coordinates (s,X, $), where s = ('!'l'fedg<J /2 1S the radIai vanable, $
the geometrical toroidal angle, and X tbe poloidal angle, specifiea by choosing t~e Ja~obian, J.
MARS Fourier decomposes tbe compooents of v and B in X and uses a fimte difference
scheme in the radiaI direction.
Rere, we preseot results for a number of resistive iostabilities where toroidal e~f~cts
play an important role. Ali caleulatioos are made with a fixed, and except where expheItly
stated othetwise, circular boundary.

2. INTERNAL KINK
The properries of the 0=1, internaI kink mode differ strongly between a torus and a
eylinder. For qO < l, qedge > l, a finite aspeet rario cylinder is ideally unstable, i~depen~e~t
of pressure, while the torus is ideally stable for ~pol < ~perit· At large aspect rauo, ~pcnt IS
independent of A = Rla, but depends 00 e~u.ili~riumpro~les [4]. It has been sh.own receotly
[5,6] that at right aspect rario, even tbe reSlstlve lOternal kink mode can be stable ~f ~he ~hear at
the q=l suxface is sufficiently Iow. ~ Fig. l w~ show tbe growth~rate of. ~e !eslsuve lOternal
n=1 mode as a functioo of aspect rano for two different sequences of.eqUlhbna at :z:ero~. Tbe
two sequences have different current profiles I.'('!') (both sr;nooth func~ons of ,+,) WhI~h a:e kept
fixed, while the aspect ratio is varied. For FIg. la, l'('!') IS monoj?Ole, the q=l radI~s IS kept
fixed at r -l = OA4a the centrai q is about 0.90 and tbe shear, s = r dq!dr at q=l, lOcreases
slightly ~th E =1 =; =lIR from 0.20 to 0.25. Although the resisti,:e growth-rate.deereases
with increasiol E, tbe ~esistive modes remain unstable down to ~ery tlght aspec~ rauo, Eq=;=l =
0.3. The seeond sequenee of equilibria (Fig. lb) has less shear 10 the q s: l reglOn and dI/d'V
= O at the q=1 surface. Here rq=l. ~ ~.62a, qO, =. 0.93 and s ranges from 0.09 to O.12~
depending 00 aspect ratio. These eqUlllbna are reslstlvely stab1e for Eq=l > 0.25. F~r 11 < ~O
6 and E -l < 0.15 the growth-rates both in Fig. la and lb follow tbe large-aspect-rano scalmg
[6] for ~:1 "m=l'" tearing, 1= T1 3/5 E-8/5. Far lar?e 11 and. small E, the scaling is closer t? ~hat
of the cylindrical resistive kink, 1 ~ 11 1/3 EO. Tnan~lanty. up to O = 004. has a negbglble
effect 00 the growth rates in the hlgh-shear case, Flg.la. In the case o~ l?wer s~e.ar (lb),
triangu1arity is weakly stabilizing; 0= 0.3 reduces the Eq=l needed for reSISUve stablbty from
0.25 to 0.21.
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Fig. 1. Growth-rates of resistive internal kink mode as funetioos of aspect rario
forT] = 10- 5, 10- 6 .10-7 , 1O- 8,and 10-9 . Ca)'S'q=I-O.2, Cb)"1'q=I-O.1.
Geoerally, in tokamaks, Eq=l < 0.25, and, from lEXTOR, qO as low as 0.7 has been
reported (5]. Under such eonditions, resistive stability requires a local reduction of the shear at
the q=l surface [5] and a oon-monotonie current prafile. Figure 2 shows resistive growth-rates
for an equilibrium with finite pressure and where tbe shear has a Iaea! minimum near tbe q=l
, surfaee. Far !hese equilibria, R/a = 2.5, qO "" 0.7, qedge'" 2.4, and rg=l "" 0.51a. We used a
n?n-monot~mc current profile l'('!'), and tbe shear prefile for ~pol = U.13 is shown in Fig. 2b.
FIgure 2a glves eontours of equal growth-rate ~or 11 ~ 10-7 ~s a funetion ?f ~pol, measured at
the q=l surfaee, and qj;;;;; q(s=O.607), near tbe mflectlon pomt of q(s). Fig. Ia shows that tbe
stable window in qj is narrow and eventually shrinks to zero as ~ increases. Furthennore, the
stable values of CIi increase with increasing 13. which rneans that tbe q=l surfaee moves inward
into a region of somewhat higher shear. Tbe apparent reason for this is that the ideal pressure
driven mode is stabilized by global shear, and tbis effect competes with the requiremeot of low
local shear -for resisrive stability. The resistive ~-limit is tberefore somewhat lower tban tbe
ideal one. Tbe maximum value of f3.P.ol(q=l) reached with OUI prafIles is 0.2, to be compared
with tbe ideallimit ofO.3 for a parabOlic q-prafIle [4].
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Fig. 2. (a) Growtb-rate for resisrive internal kink as a funetion of J}pol at q=l
and qi == q(s=O.607), for a non-monotonic current profile with shear profile (b).
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3. M ~ 2 TEARING MODES AT FINITE BETA
Glasser, Greene and Johnson [7J showed ana1ytically that the tearing mode is gtabilized
by favourable average curvature when ~ and S ='11ri are sufficiently large. We have studied
finite-~

effects

00

the n=1 "m=2" tearing mode, using a curreo! profile in

me fann of a

rounded-off step-function, fixing A=2.5 and qO = 1.5 (strongly unstable to m=2 tearing in a
cylinder) and varying the centraI p between 0.35 % and 2.45 %. (This made qedge vary from
4.8 to 6.) The pressure at the edge was taken to be fmite, at about 6 % of the centraI pressure
PO. while p = 0.33 PO al the q=2 surface. The resistivity prafile was inversely proportional to
p. Figure 3a shows the reai part of the growth rate as a funetioo of centralll for different Po.
Note that, for" above some value Tlphere are [WO purely growing modes which coalesce at TI
= Tll and split into a pair with complex conjugate growth rates, which is unstable in a range
Tl2< TI < TIl, and finally becomes stable f'Or 11 <
The curves far different ~ in Fig 3 are
almost identical if"1 is scaled as ~3/2 and TI as ~51 ,consistent with the simplified dispersion
relation (88) far H =Oin Ref.7. (Far our equilibrium with ~O =2.45 %, in the notation of [7J,
DR ",. - 0.16 and H <:< 0.08 at tbe q=2 surface.) Clearly, high ~ is strongly stabilizing far
resistive modes when the average curvature is favourable. Figure 3b shows tbe Fourier
components oftbe perturbed magnetic field (with straight field-line Jacobian J o<: R2)

W.

scaling implies that resistive ballooning modes will generally be unstable near tbe plasma
boundary, where p is smaIl and TI large, unless dp/dr goes sufficiently rapidly lO zero. (This is
why we added a base pressure of 0.06PO to separate tearing from resistive ballooning in Sec.
3.) It should be noted that resistive ballooning is stabilized in incompressible calculations
where r = 00. Fig. 4 shows the Fourier components of the velocity and rnagnetic field for an n
= 2 resistive baUooning mode. Tbe equilibrium has qO = 1.02, qedge =.2.5, <~> = 2.%, and a
finite pressure gradient at tbe edge. The pressure at the edge has been ralsed to tbe pomt where
the mode is marginally stable. ~edge = 1.2 x 1O~3 with r = 1. The resistivity profile is given
by n('V) 1110 = PO 1p(",), witb 110 = 1 x 10-7 • and the reaI frequency of the mode is abaut 9 x
1O-3OOA. Figure 4 shows that tbe velocity perturbations have a short radial wave-Iength, and
are confined to the edge region. It is noteworthy, however, that the magnetic perturbations
penetrate with a long radiaI wave-Iength to the centre of the plasma. Another interesting
property. that can be seen from the radiaI variation of the complex amplitudes, is that near the
plasma edge, tbe perturbations propagate radially outward. The mode involves a large number
'of different poloidal Fourier components and is thus strongly baliooning. Il appears justified to
speculate that modes of this type are responsible for transport in the edge region of tokamaks,
and tbat their magnetic perturbations may contribute to transport also in tbe interior.
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Fig.3 (a) ReaI part of growth-rate far "m=2", n=1 tearing mode far finite-~
equilibria described in text. (b) Fourier components of J 'Vs • b
for tbe near marginai mode at TI = 1 x 1O~ 7 and fu = 2.45 %.
4. LOW-N RESISTIVE BALLOONING
Resislive ballooning modes are driven by pressure gradients in regions ofunf·av()un,ble
Iocal curvature, and tbe ideaI stabilization by field bending is reduced by resistivity.
resistive ballooning modes are, however, stabilized at sufficiently high S·and large sound
by fluid compression [8,9J. From the analytical theory of Ref. 9, we find that the
necessary for stabilization of high-n resistive ballooning modes scales with
pressure gradients as rpstab o<: TI 1/2 (dp/dr)2, where r is the adiabatic index
5/3). We have verified with MARS that this scaling holds also for n=l and
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Fig. 4 Fourier components of radiaI magnetic field and velocity.
(a) J Vs • b and (b) 'Vs o v over outer 8 % of tbe minor radius.
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